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Try this awesome 
Augmented Reality app

Go to:  www.augeye.mobi



Introducing for 

Introduction01
DESCRIPTION

Augmented Reality is a compilation of computer generated 

elements from the real world into the virtual world. In simple words 

it is like that digital data which covers up the physical environment 

by taking real objects from it and then planting them into the virtual 

milieu. 

TThe whole environment becomes quite interactive and enables the 

user to get the real feel. This gives the user a unique experience like 

never before and which apparently is the USP of this technology. 

How it works ?02
AUGMENT REALITY

1. Choose your furniture

2. Transorm your furniture

3. Rotate / Resize your furniture

4. Insert more furnitures if you needed

5. Get ready to capture your screen

6. Save your image

Here you can buy / enquire / order your furniture directly. We have 

integrated internet payment gateway services to make it quiet 

simple. Our e-Commerce portal is gentle, simple and secure since 

we value your money. 

e-Commerce Portal03
BUY YOUR FURNITURE
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Introducing for 

Features

eCommerce

Website Info

Users Friendly

Augmented Reality
In today’s ecommerce world, allowing 

shoppers to find information easily on 

our app is not a bonus, Augeye 

designs your room and let your 

customers to buy those furnitures 

which suits their room the best.

The Augeye is super-carefully crafted 

so that they can analyze atleast 30 

images every second thus proving you 

a rich 3D experience, Animated 3D 

objects can also be inserted.

Augeye provides the facility to download & 

load 3D images from any site into our app 

unlike other apps.

User Friendly as you can easily load objects 

into the 3D app as Zip files. Format files 

required would be obj, mtl and texture and 

the sound images would be jpeg and png.

Finished with designing?

Capture and save it ..!! Do you want to 

share it on Whatsapp, Facebook or 

you wanna mail it .. ? Everything 

possible with Augeye!! 

Augeye displays the entire information in 

the website as offline too. e-Commerce 

portal is and addon feature from existing 

website. Moreover, our higlighted feature 

is Augmented Reality integration where 

customers can view the real time view of 

furnitures in their room.
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This is yet another side of this applica-

tion that it is easy to use and also 

allows users to navigate effortlessly 

through it. It may look difficult to 

handle but in reality is quite a simple 

application. 

3D Furnitures

Capture it
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What is Augmented Reality?

How does the image look like ?
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Augeye is a compilation of computer generated elements from the real world into the virtual world. In simple words it is like that digital data 

which covers up the physical environment by taking real objects from it and then planting them into the virtual milieu. 

The image is often three dimensional oriented which is augmented or rather enlarged by either sound, graphical display and more. Since this 

augmentation takes place in real time, the effect is usually quite spontaneous. This means that artificial information from real surroundings is digitally 

manipulated to lend a sharp look to the objects. This is why this technology has stirred the world of digital computing with a swoop.

The difference 
In this context it has to be mentioned that it is different from virtual reality as Augmented Reality is based on real time and not on simulation. 

Hence the whole environment becomes quite interactive and enables the user to get the real feel. This gives the user a unique experience like never 

before and which apparently is the USP of this technology. 

What’s the use?
In general this technology is used for two purposes as of now; one is for marking or recognizing the pattern of an object. For example if a customer 

wants to buy some furnitures to his conference room of his new office he just want to download our app from playstore or website which will have  

3D images of all the products of Furniture Lite.. Then he can design his conference room and even click a picture, save or share it. He can buy it online 

too.. Here we avoids the customers to walk-in to our store to view the furnitures, moreover we are giving a real time view that how it look likes in 

your room. This gives you a proper idea to select the matching furnitures to your room. 

Why Augmented Reality?
Ever since the IT revolution, technologies have come and gone. This is the crux of this revolution that technology should be used for good. However 

Augmented Reality is truly a revolution in itself. It can be used to determine a lot of things in a positive way like the pattern of a potential customer 

or getting to know about that customer’s location can also help business houses in designing marketing strategies. Sky is the limit with this technolo-

gy which can only be discovered by utilizing it.  
     

Augmented Reality has already riveted the world with its finesse. Although a lot is yet to be done in its development, yet it has been declared as 

the next big thing for being so very innovative and intuitive. Its future is unknown but its results are spectacular, so it is expected to do substantially 

well in the coming years. 



Boost up your business with Augeye

How does it help improve a business?

Test drive products 
1

2

3

4

5
The best part about this particular application is that it 

allows potentials to test products which saves their 

time and effort. Let us take an example of a website 

dealing in watches, a customer logs on to it and takes 

a look at how the watch looks on d wrist of a real 

person in a picture. They order the product as per 

their requirement. Thus both parties are saved from 

fafacing uncertainties. 

Brand value
Augeye is another name for creating brand 

awareness or brand recall. It helps people associ-

ate your brand with its quality by offering the best 

of experience. This experience often comes from 

memories of ease of navigation, convenience of 

use and effectiveness of the products. 

Budgeting
Not to mention that this application available 

in all kinds of budgets. Right from small to 

large business houses can actually take a 

plunge into Augeye straight away. 

Impression 
Last but not the least Augeye can really 

make that impact on a potential customer 

which will last longer in a positive way. This is 

done by employing a blend of technical 

approach along with proper marketing 

Overall Augeye is an application worth an investment for individuals as well as business houses on the whole. It 

may look complicated but in reality it is very user friendly. Contact us to know more about it now!

Suitable for business houses 
This gives business the edge to decipher the location of a potential 

and comprehend their reach. In simple language this application 

enables businesses to figure out whether the location of a potential 

is within their limits or not!
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Augeye is not just another augmented reality application but a little more than it. This application may look like one more addition to the existing 

array of products but in reality this application has an endless list of utilization. It can cater uses of all kinds; like right from domestic purposes 

(as simple as setting up furniture in a room), retailers, training, navigation to military combat. So this makes it quite evident that this 

application very functional and efficient to rely on.

Augeye is another name for solution to any line of business. There is no denying the fact that it is an omnipotent application that can help varied 

businesses with its intuitive design. There is more to it that can be clarified by the following points:



Bangalore

www.augeye.mobi

support@appeonix.com

Suite 108, Prestige Towers 

99, Residency Road 

Bangalore, 

Karnataka, India - 560 025 

Kerala
PT Lane 1, 

Kovilakam Padam, 

Thrissur, Kerala,

Pin: 680022
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